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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we explain the activity inside Giacomini Officine Meccaniche SRL by a point of view 

historical, technical and commercial. 

We start with a brief history of the factory that it is present on the market by almost 60 years, next 

we give an overview on the machinery produced by Giacomini Officine Meccaniche with a detailed 

description about its capability, type of utilization and which component used to made it. 

Finally we explain which are the main data necessary  to satisfy the customer’s requirements and 

to made a good design of the machinery. 
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HISTORY 

Giacomini Officine Meccaniche was born in 1957 in Gravellona Toce (Vb) on the initiative of Virgilio 

Giacomini, who with sons Renato and Sergio, built a company dedicated to constructing derricks 

and lifting machines that were used in the Serizzo (granite) quarries in the Verbano - Cusio - 

Ossola zone. 

Initially, the derricks were made of wood, however in successive developments - also with a 

contribution from Giacomini Officine Meccaniche which for the first time designed it in this way - 

metal was used for the trellis structures. Thanks to its success and to satisfy its customers' 

requirements, the company very soon broadened its production range by starting to fabricate 

gantry and bridge cranes. While remaining mainly tied to the stone sector, the company therefore 

extended its own reference market.  

The continual process of growth, was further accelerated by moving the headquarters and 

production unit from the center of Gravellona Toce, to the current location. These definitive 

headquarters have 4 industrial buildings and an office block. Today, the company is run by Renato 

Giacomini, Head of Production aided by son Paolo: the Giacomini family really identifies itself with 

its business. 
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DESIGN 

Giacomini Officine Meccaniche Technical’s Department are equipped to face the most fiendish 

design challenges by using modern technologies and those working in these offices know the 

problem areas of the sector perfectly. 

Design is a fundamental phase, during which the Giacomini engineers find the best solution to 

ensure optimum performance also with high works loads, in complete safety and for the entire 

product life cycle. To do this, they also study the location where the machine is to be inserted and 

the results required in terms of operating performance.  

Giacomini therefore offers a personalized service, in which, understanding customer needs, the 

designers' experience and the operating flexibility of the Technical Office play a role of primary 

importance. 
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Concerning Lifting equipment, Giacomini Officine Meccaniche has a large widely of prodructs but 

cranes are the main products. 

The Giacomini Officine Meccaniche products are: 

DERRICK CRANE: This historical crane is a machinery useful where are necessary high capacity 

and hook path under winch level: 

Derrick Crane 

GANTRY AND OVERHEAD CRANES 

The need to optimize both time and space in all industrial sectors has led to the almost universal 

adoption of bridge cranes and gantry cranes.  

Their positioning above vehicle pathways and their ability to overcome any obstacle has allowed 

better management of the internal areas of industrial buildings.  

Overhead bridge cranes, with one or two beams depending on the need, can be equipped with 

either a block and tackle supplied by any of several important European companies or a winch that 

we manufacture and supply ourselves.  

From the point of view of our product and the professional services we offer our customers, 

Giacomini Officine Meccaniche is able to provide the best solution for each specific need of gantry 

cranes and overhead bridge cranes, while carefully respecting the requirements of your budget, 

thanks to our highly qualified engineering department.  

It is precisely because of our flexibility that we were able to install several automatic/robotic 

systems in the papermaking and metallurgical sectors. 

 

GANTRY CRANE: This type of crane is typical where you have to moving blocks or slabs in the 

stockyards.  

Normally for capacity >10.000kg the gantry crane is designed with double girders and winch, 

otherwise it is designed with single girder and trolley hoist. 

Gantry Crane Double Girder 
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 Gantry Crane Single Girder 

OVERHEAD CRANE: Also named Bridge crane, it is used in all the different industrial applications. 

Like the gantry crane, span and capacity are the main data that imply the type of crane: single or 

double girder.  

 Overhead Crane Double Girder  

  Overhead Crane Single Girder 

 

 

HALF-GANTRY CRANE: This Hybrid Crane is designed where there are in one side runaway and 

in the other side rails. 

The crane’s geometry and design is function of span and capacity. 

 Half Gantry Crane Single Girder 
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Half gantry crane double girder 

 

 

 

TOP LOADER: it is an accessory, mounted on the hook block, that is able to charge slabs inside a 

box container.  

Top Loader 

 

BLOCK TILTER: Typical Quarries machinery useful to tilt the stone’s blocks. 

Block Tilter 

 

 Dragging winch 
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PRODUCTION 

Giacomini Officine Meccaniche creates its products through a strictly controlled process in all the 

phases: production is developed in the different departments of the Gravellona Toce headquarters 

on a site of 6000 sqm, out of which 3000 are covered. 

From the structural steelwork shop to the pre-assembly department, from painting to final 

shipment, all the working processes are executed with extreme care and precision, thanks to the 

professionalism and the competence of the specialized personnel.  

The company has both modern equipment and traditional instruments and is therefore always able 

to develop the production process in line with the company tradition, guaranteeing finished product 

quality. 
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INSTALLATION 

On request, the service Giacomini Officine Meccaniche offers includes machine installation. This 

highly delicate phase is managed by specialized teams that follows all the operations, from 

transport to final assembly in loco, in any part of the world 

The experience and competence matured by the installers guarantee the perfect assembly and 

testing of all the parts, up to complete machine installation.  

The teams also guarantee complete after-sales assistance, both for ordinary maintenance and for 

extraordinary work, including mechanical and electronic spare parts. Operating efficiency and 

immediate reply times complete the service. 
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COMMERCIAL NET 

Given the breadth of its markets, Giacomini has developed a commercial network that presents 
constant and effective presence throughout Italy and the world since the early 80’s.  

  

 

• Italy  
• Brazil  
• China  
• Egypt  
• India  
• Indonesia  
• Malaysia  
• Middle east  
• Pakistan  
• Palestine  
• Portugal  
• Repubblica Ceca Slovakia  
• Saudi Arabia  
• Sultanate of Oman  
• Syria  
• United Arab Emirates  

The company is Export oriented since the early 90ies. 

One of the main goal of the Sales department is to diversify the market in order to reduce the risk 

that crisis in single country could affect the health of the company. 
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INSIDE PRODUCT: GANTRY CRANE 

The gantry crane double and single girder allow the moving of goods in a building or yard. It lifts 

the load with hook on the hoist or winch with the accessories suitable for this operation; it convey 

the load along transversal and longitudinal axes by the trolley and the powered end carriages The 

gantry crane are generally used for large surfaces and wide gauges. They slide longitudinally 

along the tracks on the ground, while the translation of the load is achieved  by a trolley that slide 

on the master girders of the gantry.   

 

Legend: 
 

1.   Master Girder        9.  electrical board 

2.   linking caissons with propped cantilever   10.  control and power festoons cable 

3.   braced legs      11.  control push button-box 

4.   fee legs      12.   Winch hook block 

5.   portal yoke      

6.   sill of the portal                                  14.   tracks on the ground 

7.  travelling carriage                     

                                    16.   Step ladder access 

8a. Trolley- Winch      17.   gangway 

8b. Trolley Winch+hoist     18.   Girder gangway for special maintenance 

8d. Trolley- hoist 
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Gantry crane single girder 

 

Legend: 
 

1.   Master girder       

2.   Hoist    

3.   Trolley for Hoist      

4.   Leg  

5.   Parking pincer           

6.   Electrical box    

7.   Push-button unit with wire     

8.   Festoons      

9.   Canaline       

10. End carriage      

11. Reeling drum  

12. Rail runaway 
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Gantry crane components 
 

Structure :The crane structure consist of rectangular-shaped MAG welded box-beams  connected 

to the overhead drive units with bolted connections. The steel EN 10025 structure are composed: 

 

- Master girders (1): Bolted with gantry’s legs by high resistance screws and nuts (8.8 - 10.9). ). 

On the upper face is welded the trolley rails (usually constituted by steel plate rod). The trolley rail 

place is aligned with vertical beam web-plate. At the rails’ s end there are four contrasting clasps 

that absorb the impact energy made by trolley motion. The trolley is equipped with high energy 

absorption rubber bumper. The rectangular-shaped beam solution allow to realize very high 

stiffness values and a very low crane weight: this imply a larger period of mechanical components 

life. The master girder are connected by himself with high resistance bolt (CL8.8 Cl10.9). 

When the capacity and the span are low the box-beams can be replaced with H-beams. 
 

All Steel for structural use are realized with S275JR EN10027.The mechanical and chemical properties are: 
Limit stress:430Nmm

-2
 Yeld stress: 275 Nmm

-2
 Elongation:22%Chemical (max %): C=0,24% Mn=1,6% 

P=0,055% S=0,055% N=0,011%  

Welded parts are welded with WELDING WIRE AWS ER70S-6 EN 440 G3 Si1  ø1,2mm. 

 

- Gangway for work’s maintenance:(17) On the one  of the master girder we can install a 

gangway used only to make easy the work of maintenance man. The use of gangway is permitted 

if the crane fault does not permit to operate in another and less danger position and with other 

machine as wrecker. 

 

- Portal Legs (5-4-6) : two on four legs are braced in order to absorbing the inertial force due to 

trolley motion and the wind action. The other legs are free and connected to the girder with high 

resistance bolt (8.8 10.9). On one leg ther is a gangway (the access to gangway is blocked by a 

locker) that arrive on the principal girders for maintenance operation. 

The legs, on the lower part are able to be connected with the end carriages wheels system. 

This connection could be realised as: 

* gantry crane with end carriages wheels system (6): 

In the lower surface the leg have a plate that is bolted with a traverse that bring the wheel systems. 

* gantry crane with travelling headers: 

The leg are bolted directly with the travelling headers.  

On the upper surface the legs have a plate that is the link with the upper beam joint. In this way the 

legs and its joint’s beam create a very stiff portal. 

 

-Painting :All crane components undergo a mechanical brushing in order to get of any hints of rust 

and calamine. After that, a layer of RAL 1006 (Yellow cat) anti-corrosive enamel is applied to 

protect the crane from abrasion and normal atmospheric corrosion. 

 

Travelling unit 

Capacity and span imply what kind of solution involved to crane movements: 

 

- with hinged carriages (7), with 8 wheels , generally used for high capacity and gauge cranes. 

- with stiff header, with 4 wheels generally used for low capacity gantry cranes with single or 

double beam.  
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- Travelling unit with hinged carriage : 

It is made of four carriages equipped with wheels, motor reducers and, if necessary, with pincers 

for the anchorage, with bumpers and security anti-collision system . 

 
* Travelling carriages : Made with a sheet of steel composed, welded and hardened with orifice 

plates. The carriages are jointed to the gantry’s legs by a hinged rocker arm system which ensure 

the best fitness of the carriages to the track, compensating the eventual irregularities of the ground. 

Each portal is generally equipped with a motive carriage and a non motive carriage or, when it is 

foreseen, with two motive carriages.    

 
Protection barriers 

When the visibility conditions are limited by atmospheric agents, regarding crushing-impact-

shearing-entanglements-drawing risks which raise the moving parts of the cranes. Actually thy can 

collide with exposed people, so the gantry crane is equipped with security appliance emergency 

stop systems which is placed, according to the needs, on the legs, on the carriages or on the 

headers. This appliance can be assembled alternatively but can also be linked:  

 
Lifting unit 

The gantry crane, according to it use and capacity can be equipped with: 

a) Electric rope winch with two lifting speeds. 

b) Electric rope winch and auxiliary hoist on the same trolley . Both winch and hoist can be with 

one or two lifting speeds. 

c) Electric rope winch and auxiliary hoist with unconnected trolleys that acts freely . Both winch and 

hoist can be with one or two lifting speeds. 

d) Electric Hoist rope with one or two lifting speed. 

Technical features are enclosed in the documentation supplied along with the machine 
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Trolley travel unit 

The overhead crane and gantry crane, according to it use and capacity can be equipped with: 

 

- Double girder winch trolley:   

It roll on the rail placed on upper beam surface. 

The trolley consist of a box shaped structure made of bent sheet of steel and stiffened with fitting 

diaphragms. The motion is guaranteed by four carbon steel wheels , where two are driven wheels 

with double flange band and mounted on bearings. The driver wheels are powered by self-braking 

short-circuited motor that are jointed with reducers. The reducer is directly jointed on the wheel’s 

driving shaft.   The trolley is equipped with anti-overturning devices and limit switches that they 

delimit the trolley edge way. On the trolley structure (when provided) there is a base for hoist rope 

installation . 

Legend: 

1.   Lifting reducer        8. Hook path limit switch 

2.   Lifting brake        9. Drum support 

3.   Lifting motors      10. Winch frame 

4.   Travelling motors     11. Auxiliary hoist 

5.   Lifting drum      12. Draught pulleys 

6.   Travelling reducers     13. Idle Wheel 

7.   Travelling Limit switch      14. Driven Wheel 

15. Main lifting Hook Block     16. Auxiliary hoist hook block 

 

Winch’s components 

Structure: The trolley-winch structure is made with an electro welded tube frame. Four forged 

steel wheels warrant the motion of the trolley. 

Two of them are motive, they all have double flanges and roll on bearings. Two self-braking motor 

reducer drives the two motive wheels with the same characteristic direct system as the travelling 

unit. 

The trolley is equipped with stirrups to prevent falls and derailments and have electric limit switch 

to delimit the transversal motion. 

On the frame of the trolley, you will find the anchorage seat of the electric hoist, which is supplied 

on supported execution. 
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Travelling limit switch (7): , operating on low-tension auxiliary circuits, it limit the trolley path. 

 

the reducer : in a mechanical cast iron or steel box, with gears made of thermically treated allied 
steel. The shafts are assembled on bearings and the teeth are corrected designed. The reducer is 
the main component of lifting and it is a planetary gearbox: 

 

the lubrication : is warranted by the beating of the oil contained in the chest of the reducer. 

the rope winding drum : made of laminated steel tube with elicoidal grooves resulting from a 
mechanic work. It is motioned by the slow shaft of the reducer, on the opposite site, it is supported 
by a spheres or rolls oscillating bearing. 
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the electric motor : at high couple and low absorption at range. 

 

1 Flange B5  10 nuts    19 Cablegland  28 Plate id 

2 Flange B14  11 Terminal board rubber  20 Frame   29 Sieger 

3 Fixing screws  12 Terminal board rubber  21 Screws  30 bearing  

4 Circlip   13 Screws   22 Fan   31 opposite cover 

5 Front cover  14 Terminal board cover   23 Screws 

6 Spring   15 Screws   24 Sieger 

7 Bearing   16 Terminal board   25 Fan cover 

8 Key   17 Hook for lift   26 Screws Base 

9 Rotor   18 Terminal board box  27 Base 

the block brake : motioned by an electro-hydraulic brake server, operating on a pulley set on the 
fast shaft of the reducer and linked to the motor with a pins join.  
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the lift limit switch : it is a worm kind, motioned by the drum. It guarantees the stop at the 
maximum and minimum range of the hook. It is activated directly by the slow shaft of the drum. 

 

the lift rope : high flexibility formation and high resistance to wear. It is made by steel with 6   

 

the lift hook : it turns on a thrust bearing and assembled, with a yoke, on the block with return 
pulleys. 

 

the limiting device : placed on the extremity of the rope; it acts in case of overload. 
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When the nominal capacity is lower than 10t and the crane is single-girder, in order to have a 

compact lifting unit, we mount on our crane the hoist instead winch.  

- Trolley rope hoist (mounted for capacity lower than 10t) 

It roll on The rail placed on upper beam surface. The trolley consist of a box shaped structure 

made of bent sheet of steel and stiffened with fitting diaphragms. The motion is guaranteed by four 

carbon steel wheels , where two are driven wheels with double flange band and mounted on 

bearings. The driver wheels are powered by self-braking short-circuited motor that are jointed with 

reducers. The reducer is directly jointed on the wheel’s driving shaft.   The trolley is equipped with 

anti-overturning devices and limit switches that they delimit the trolley edge way. 

 
Electrical wiring 

The electrical wiring include: 

- electrical boxes, One is located on the gangway, when provided, it is on the trolley structure, 

and they are made of bent sheet metal.  

It contains all the contactors and timers which control the crane movements. It also contains the 

fuses for the protection against short-circuits. Control circuits operate at low-tension, which is 

obtained through transformers protected by fuses. A practical terminal board ensures simplicity 

and safety as far as wiring is concerned. 

 
- the pendant push-button, station, supplied with a case of shockproof thermoplastic material. It 

moves along the beam by means of cable trolleys running inside a C-rail track. These trolleys carry 
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the flexible flat multicore cable that connects  the push-button station to the panel. The push-button 

station is sustained by a circular self-supporting multicore cable. It is also equipped with a quick-

detachable connector, which makes the assembling easy.  

Alternatively, when provided, it is possible to controlling the crane with a push-button remote 

control but the pendant push-button is anyway mounted. . 

 
- One alert light, controlled by button “On-alarm”  on the push-button, it give a sound alarm if any 

danger situation occurs.   

 

Electronic control ( mounted when the double speed occurs ) 

The use of an electric control such as a frequency converter (INVERTER) allows to select the 

overhead crane travel speed and set the acceleration and deceleration curves. Therefore, the 

starting and the slowing down of the crane get smooth. This reduce the hunting of the load 

considerably, even in case of reversing or sudden stop. The mechanical brake, incorporated in the 

motors, works when the crane is inoperative (parking brake). It also operates as an emergency 

brake.  

Inverter is also used when the feeding voltage’s gap between lower and high value is very large.    
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OPTIONAL 

There are many optional to equipping gantry crane: 

AUXILIARY HOIST: This is an optional only for winch and it is useful to lifting a low capacity 

(typical 5000kg max) at high speed (typical 6 m/min) because the main lifting speed is low. It is 

mounted on the winch but it is forbidden to lift by both hook simultaneously. 

 

DOUBLE SPEED: On each movement it is possible having the secondary speed by installation of 

inverter.  

HOOK TYPE: Typically for capacity lower than 10t we mount a single beak hook (DIN 15401), 

otherwise an anchor hook  provided (DIN 15402). 

DIN 15401   DIN 15402 

SPECIAL PAINTING PROCESS: Gantry crane typically operates outside thus is possible painting 

frames with a special treatment which it is able to protect the structure by corrosive environments 

such as marine conditions. 

REELING DRUM: This option refers to crane feeding line. This device, is mounted near one legs, 

and its function is to wind and rewind the electric power cable during the crane movement. The 

cable winding is guaranted by an electric motor. 

 

REMOTE CONTROL: This optional is recommended when pendant push button not allow a good 

load placement because the operator has not a good view of load. 

BALANCE: This electronic device allow to read, with a digital display, the weight of lift load.  
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GANTRY CRANE DATA NECESSARY TO PURCHASE ORDER: 

 

 

NOME DELLA DITTA*:____________________________________________________________________ 

(Company name) 

 

INDIRIZZO*:____________________________________________________________________________ 

(Address) 

 

PERSONA DA CONTATTARE*: Sig Mr_______________________________________________________ 

(Referent Person) 

 

Telefono*:_____________________________________ Fax*:____________________________________ 

(Phone) 

 

E-mail*:_______________________________________ 

 

 

 

GRU DA INSTALLARE A: città__________________________________stato:_______________________ 

(Installation Place ):          (city)                                                                   (state) 

 

QUANTITA DI APPARECCHI RICHIESTI*:_______________ 

(Number of cranes requested) 

 

 

CONDIZIONI ATMOSFERICHE:  

(Wheather conditions) 

 

AMBIENTE* :_______°C  MAX*:______°C   MIN*:______°C 

(Typical condition) 

 

 

L’APPARECCHIO LAVORA*:       �  ALL’INTERNO  �  ESTERNO          �  MISTO 

(Working condition)     (indoor)     (all weather)             (combined) 

 

 

TIPO DI LAVORO*: (Esempio: CAVA,LABORATORIO):_________________________________ 

(Working Type) (i.e. Quarrie, factory) 

 

 

 

 

CARICO NETTO RICHIESTO: 

(Nominal Load Requested) 

 

SOLLEVAMENTO PRINCIPALE (Main Lifting*):____________________________kg 

 

SOLLEVAMENTO SECONDARIO(Auxiliary hoist):___________________________kg 
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SCARTAMENTO BINARI*:__________________________________m 

(Span: Centre to centre of rails)* 

 

TIPO DI GRU*:   �  MONOTRAVE    �  BITRAVE 

(Crane Type)*   (Double girder)                  (Single Girder) 

 

SBRACCIO DESTRO* :________________________________m 

(Right Overhang)* 

 

SBRACCIO SINISTRO* :_______________________________m 

(Left Overhang)* 

 

TIPO DI GANCIO *:          �  DIN 15401    �  DIN 15402 (Per carico>20000kg DIN15402)  

(Hook Type)* 

 

CORSA GANCIO*:___________________m TIPO DI ROTAIA*:___________________ 

(Hook Path)*      (Rail Type) 

 

VELOCITA DI REGIME 

(Gantry speed) 

 

SOLLEVAMENTO PRINCIPALE* :_________m/min (Default 3m/min) 

(Main Lifting)* 

 

SOLLEVAMENTO SECONDARIO*:__________ m/min (Default 6 m/min) 

(Auxiliary Hoist)* 

 

TRASLAZIONE *:            N___________m/min    V_____________m/min (Default 15m/min) 

(trolley speed)* 

 

SCORRIMENTO GRU : N___________m/min    V_____________m/min  (Default 32/8 m/min) 

(Travelling speed) 

 

COMANDI: 

 

�  PULSANTIERA SCORREVOLE LUNGO LE TRAVI) 

  (Pendant push button box sliding on master girder) 

 

 

ALIMENTAZIONE ELETTRICA* 

(Feeding line)* 

 

�  AVVOLGICAVO* (Drum)  �  BLINDO* (Blindo) 

 

�  LINEA ESISTENTE* (Old Line)  �  LINEA NUOVA* (New Line) 

 

LUNGHEZA DEL CAVO* (Wire Length): __________________________m 

 

POSIZIONE*:   �   DESTRA  �   SINISTRA 

(Position)    (Right)     (LEft)  
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TENSIONE*: ______________ V    FASI*: _____   FREQUENZA* :_________Hz 

(Tension)           (Phases)             (Frequency) 

 

LIMITATORE DI CARICO (Limit switch) :  �  SI 

 

 

Numero di gru sulla stessa via di Corsa*: 

(Cranes on the same runaways):          ________________ 

 

DISPOSITIVO ANTICOLLISIONE:     �  MECCANICO  �  A FOTOCELLULA 

(Anticollision)       (Mechanic)    (Electric) 

 

VERNICIATURA (Painting) 

 

STRUTTURA:                    RAL___________ (_________________) Default (RAL 1006) 

(Carpentry) 

 

CARRELLO-BILANCINI:   RAL___________ (_________________) Default (RAL 5010) 

(Trolley)(End carriage) 

 

OPTIONAL 

 

�  RADIOCOMANDO_______________________________________________________    

 (Remote Control) 

 

�    PESA________________________________________________________________ 

 (Balance) 

 

 

�    CARICA LASTRE_______________________________________________________      

 (Top Loader) 

 

 

�  TETTO GRU___________________________________________________________ 

 (Roof) 

 

 

�   ALTRO_______________________________________________________________ 

 (Other) 

 

 

 

CLASSE CARPENTERIA (Carpentry Class): _____ FEM 1.001 3rd Edition 1987 

 

CLASSE MECCANISMI (Mechanism Class): _____ UNI ISO 4301 1992    

 

 

 

CARICO MEDIO SOLLEVATO(Medium Lift load):___________kg  
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SOLLEVAMENTI A PIENO CARICO (number of lift at maximum load): _____% 

 

MEDIA SOLLEVAMENTI ORA (Medium lift per hour)_____________h
-1 
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TECHNICAL FORM OF A GANTRY CRANE: 

 

 

COMPANY:  

  

ADDRESS:  

 

 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS  

Gauge A 30m End carriages span G 9 m 

Overhang B 8m Wheel span I 560mm 

Overhang B1 8m Reaction RV   560 kN 

Hook path H 9m Reaction RT   56 kN 

Under beam light H1 9m Reaction RL   187 kN 

 

APPROXIMATE TOTAL WEIGHT:  74.000 kg 

 

TOTAL INSTALLED POWER:  59 kW 117A 380V 50Hz 

 

FEEDED BY: REELING DRUM L-40E-B1B-0T50-4H25 wire 4x25mm
2
  75m 

 

 

DESCRITPTION 

 

MATERIAL 

STEEL STRUCTURE  

WELDING WIRE 

All Steel for structural use are realized with S275JR EN10027.The mechanical 
and chemical properties are: Limit stress:430Nmm

-2
 Yeld stress: 275 Nmm

-2
 

Elongation:22%Chemical (max %): C=0,24% Mn=1,6% P=0,055% S=0,055% 
N=0,011%  
Welded parts are welded with WELDING WIRE AWS ER70S-6 EN 440 G3 Si1  

ø1,2mm. 

BEAM SECTION 750x15 and 1500x8 and trolley rails 80x40  

STRUCTURE CLASS A5 UNI ISO  4301-5 1992 
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LIFTING: Class of mechanisms M5 (UNI 4301-5 1992 and FEM 1.001 for the Hoist)  

MAIN LIFTING CAPACITY 60000kg / auxiliary 5000 kg 

DRAUGHT VIII 

MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF LIFTING 8m 

MAIN LIFTING SPEED 3m/min Regulated by INVERTER SYSTEM 

DRUM Iron Ø406x35 1340mm  

MAIN LIFTING MOTOR  Electric Motor K21R 225 S4 B3 37kW 66A 1470rpm 

LIFTING BRAKE Brake F315 -C100 AL+RG+inox pivot  0.37kW block brake, safety k=3 

LIFTING REDUCER Reducer 313R3 1/153 PZ WOA V01B 39000Nm 

ROPE Steel Rope HDHP6 ø20 36720kg  

safety coefficient  4.86 Length: 85m 

HOOK Hook type 16T DIN 15402  

with bearing 51320 

PULLEYS (øp ) ø415/470-bearing SL04-5016 ø80  

DRUM SUPPORT SSNT518 Bearing 22218K+H318 

AUXILIARY HOIST  Hoist XM312V S4H10 5.8kW16,5A 

AUXILIARY SPEED 6 m/min 

 

TROLLEY MOVEMENT : Class of mechanisms M5 (UNI 4301-5 1992)  

PRINCIPAL TROLLEY SPEED  20m/min  

SECONDARY TROLLEY SPEED  5m/min 

Speeds regulated by INVERTER SYSTEM 

TRANSALTION MOTORS n°2 Electric Motors BA100 LA4       2.2kW 5.0A 1400rpm B5 self 

braking 

TRANSLATION BRAKE inside every translation motor 

BRAKE TYPE disk brake 

TRANSLATION REDUCER n°2 Reducer TP315 R70PAM 100 1200Nm 

WHEELS Carbon Steel ø315/355x170mm Tempered 

WHEEL BEARINGS Spherical Roller Bearing Type 21314 

 

CRANE MOVEMENT : Class of mechanisms M5 (UNI 4301-5 1992)  

PRINCIPAL GANTRY SPEED 40m/min 

SECONDARY GANTRY SPEED 10m/min 

Speeds regulated by INVERTER SYSTEM  

TRAVELLING MOTOR n°2 Electric Motors BA132       SB4 5.5kW 11.3A 1400rpm B5 self braking 

TRAVELLING BRAKE inside every travelling motor 

BRAKE TYPE  disk brake 

TRAVELLING REDUCER Reducer 306R3 1/58.5 8000Nm 

WHEELS Carbon Steel ø500/540x160 mm Tempered 

WHEEL BEARINGS Spherical Roller Bearings 22316 for driven wheels and Tapered Roller Bearings 

33216 for Idle wheels 

 

The illustrations, drawings, volumes, as well as the weights and the dimensions of the machinery are to be understood 

as merely indicative. The Giacomini Officine Meccaniche srl reserves the right to make, at any moment, all the 

modifications to the machines and lifting apparatuses that it considers suitable for the purposes of a more efficient use 

and/or working of the same products. 
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INSIDE PRODUCT: OVERHEAD CRANE 

The overhead crane  allow the moving of goods in a building or yard. It lifts the load with hook on 

the hoist or winch with the accessories suitable for this operation; it convey the load along 

transversal and longitudinal axes by the trolley and the powered end carriages. The overhead 

crane, rolls on the in quote runaways, while the  loads translation, is assured by a powered trolley 

that run between the master girders. 

Legend: 
 

1.   Masters girder  

2.   Powered end carriage        

3.   Powered trolley      

4.   Lifting unit 

4a. Rope Hoist 

4b. Winch     

5.   Electric box components      

6.   electric festoons equipment  

7.   Push button 

8.   Hook block  
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Legend: 
 

1.   Masters girder  

2.   Powered end carriage        

3.   Powered trolley      

4.   Lifting unit 

4a. Rope Hoist     

5.   Electric box components      

6.   electric festoons equipment  

7.   Push button 

8.   Hook block  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 
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Overhead crane travel unit 

It is composed by two end carriages, four wheels and their supports, two self-braking short-

circuited rotor motors and two gearboxes. 

* end carriages: They consist of a box shaped structure made of bent sheet of steel and stiffened 

with fitting diaphragms. They are connected to the beams through plates and self-aligning bushes 

that assure a perfect vertically and therefore a further protection against shearing stresses. Each 

end carriage, is equipped with two double flange band and roll on lubricated bearing. For each end 

carriages the wheel is in motion by a motor + reducer system bolted to structure , joint with a 

grooved profile on a driving shaft, that is tailed on the wheel, and it transmit the motion. The 

reducer, lubricated in oil bath, is parallel axes type  with helical gears. The motor is a self-braking 

short-circuited type and the brake operates when the electric voltage lack.  

 

Idle Wheel  Driven Wheel 
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Trolley travel unit 

The overhead crane, according to it use and capacity can be equipped with: 

 

 

- Double girder winch trolley:   

It roll on he rail placed on upper beam surface. 

The trolley consist of a box shaped structure made of bent sheet of steel and stiffened with fitting 

diaphragms. The motion is guaranteed by four carbon steel wheels , where two are driven wheels 

with double flange band and mounted on bearings. The driver wheels are powered by self-braking 

short-circuited motor that are jointed with reducers. The reducer is directly jointed on the wheel’s 

driving shaft.   The trolley is equipped with anti-overturning devices and limit switches that they 

delimit the trolley edge way. On the trolley structure (when provided) there is a base for hoist rope 

installation. 
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- Trolley rope hoist (mounted for capacity lower than 12.5t) 

It roll on he rail placed on upper beam surface. 

The trolley consist of a box shaped structure made of bent sheet of steel and stiffened with fitting 

diaphragms. The motion is guaranteed by four carbon steel wheels , where two are driven wheels 

with double flange band and mounted on bearings. The driver wheels are powered by self-braking 

short-circuited motor that are jointed with reducers. The reducer is directly jointed on the wheel’s 

driving shaft.   The trolley is equipped with anti-overturning devices and limit switches that they 

delimit the trolley edge way 

Double girder Trolley Hoist 

 Single Girder Trolley Hoist 

 Single Girder Trolley Hoist  
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DESIGN CONFIGURATION 

Like Gantry Crane, overhead crane lifting unit configuration depends by capacity and span. 

Usually, for cranes with capacity less than 10t every configuration is feasible. For capacity more 

than 10t double girder is the standard and for capacity more than 12,5-15t trolley winch is the 

standard. 

Overhead crane usually operates inside industrial buildings, where size, crane dimensions,  and 

hook path are significant.  

Below it is shown, all the feasible configurations with same capacity and span.  

Considering an overhead crane with span 15m and capacity 10.000kg:       

 

Sketch  clearly explain that the best configuration to maximizing hook path (H) is double girder 

configurations, and to minimizing beam height (B) is single girder configurations.  
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END CARRIAGE CONFIGURATION 

Similarly for the end carriage-beam connection there are a lot of configurations, as shown in the 

sketch below: 

 

These configurations depend by quote D. 

OVERHEAD CRANE DATA NECESSARY TO PURCHASE ORDER: 
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CONDIZIONI ATMOSFERICHE:  

(Wheather conditions) 

 

AMBIENTE* :_______°C  MAX*:______°C   MIN*:______°C 

(Typical condition) 

 

L’APPARECCHIO LAVORA*:       � ALL’INTERNO  � ESTERNO          � MISTO 

(Working condition)     (indoor)     (all weather)              (every) 

 

TIPO DI LAVORO*: (Esempio: CAVA,LABORATORIO):_________________________________ 

(Working Type) (i.e. Quarrie, factory) 

 

CARICO NETTO RICHIESTO: 

(Nominal Load Requested) 

SOLLEVAMENTO PRINCIPALE (Main Lifting*):____________________________kg 

 

SOLLEVAMENTO SECONDARIO(Auxiliary hoist):___________________________kg 

 

 

SCARTAMENTO BINARI*:__________________________________m 

(Span: Centre to centre of rails)* 

 

TIPO DI GRU*:   � MONOTRAVE    � BITRAVE 

(Crane Type)*   (Double girder)                  (Single Girder) 

 

TIPO DI GANCIO *:          � DIN 15401    � DIN 15402 (Per carico>20000kg DIN15402)  

(Hook Type)* 

 

CORSA GANCIO*:___________________m TIPO DI ROTAIA*:___________________ 

(Hook Path)*      (Rail Type) 

 

PASSO MASSIMO VIE DI CORSA:______________m   

(Max Distance between concrete column) 

 

VELOCITA DI REGIME 

(Gantry speed) 

SOLLEVAMENTO PRINCIPALE* :_________m/min (Default 3÷4m/min) 

(Main Lifting)* 

 

SOLLEVAMENTO SECONDARIO*:__________ m/min (Default 6 m/min) 

(Auxiliary Hoist)* 

 

TRASLAZIONE *:            N___________m/min    V_____________m/min (Default 15m/min) 

(trolley speed)* 

 

SCORRIMENTO GRU : N___________m/min    V_____________m/min  (Default 32/8 m/min) 

(Travelling speed) 

 

COMANDI: 

� PULSANTIERA SCORREVOLE LUNGO LE TRAVI) 

  (Pendant push button box sliding on master girder 
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ALIMENTAZIONE ELETTRICA* 

(Feeding line)* 

 

� BLINDO (Blindo) 

 

� LINEA ESISTENTE (Old Line)  � LINEA NUOVA (New Line) 

 

LUNGHEZA DEL CAVO (Wire Length): __________________________m 

 

POSIZIONE:   �  DESTRA  �  SINISTRA 

(Position)    (Right)     (LEft)  

 

TENSIONE: ______________ V    FASI: _____   FREQUENZA :_________Hz 

(Tension)           (Phases) (Frequency) 

 

LIMITATORE DI CARICO (Limit switch) :  � SI 

 

Numero di gru sulla stessa via di Corsa*: 

(Cranes on the same runaways):          ________________ 

DISPOSITIVO ANTICOLLISIONE:    � MECCANICO  � A FOTOCELLULA 

(Anticollision)       (Mechanic)    (Electric) 

VERNICIATURA (Painting) 

STRUTTURA:                    RAL___________ (_________________) Default (RAL 1006) 

(Crane) 

CARRELLO-BILANCINI:   RAL___________ (_________________) Default (RAL 5010) 

(Trolley)(Runaway) 

 

OPTIONAL 

� RADIOCOMANDO_______________________________________________________    

 (Remote Control) 

�   PESA________________________________________________________________ 

 (Balance) 

�   CARICA LASTRE_______________________________________________________      

 (Top Loader) 

� TETTO GRU___________________________________________________________ 

 (Roof) 

�  COLONNE N°___________________________________________________________ 

 (Columns) 

� ALTRO_______________________________________________________________ 

 (Other) 

 

 

CLASSE CARPENTERIA (Carpentry Class): _____ FEM 1.001 3rd Edition 1987 

CLASSE MECCANISMI (Mechanism Class): _____ UNI ISO 4301 1992    

CARICO MEDIO SOLLEVATO(Medium Lift load):___________kg  

SOLLEVAMENTI A PIENO CARICO (number of lift at maximum load): _____% 

MEDIA SOLLEVAMENTI ORA (Medium lift per hour)_____________h
-1 
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TECHNICAL FORM OF AN OVERHEAD CRANE: 

COMPANY:  

  

ADDRESS:  

 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS  

Gauge A 24m End carriages span G 4,36m 

Width A1 24.5m Wheel span I 3,45mm 

Height H2 1,4m Reaction RV   83 kN 

Hook path H 7m Reaction RT   8 kN 

Under beam light H1 7m Reaction RL   11 kN 

 

APPROXIMATE TOTAL WEIGHT:  11.400 kg 
 

TOTAL INSTALLED POWER:  11 kW 26A 400V 60Hz 

DESCRITPTION 
MATERIAL 

STEEL STRUCUTRE   

WELDING WIRE 

All Steel for structural use are realized with S275JR EN10027.The 
mechanical and chemical properties are:  
Limit stress:430Nmm

-2
  

Yeld stress: 275 Nmm
-2

  
Elongation:22% 
Chemical (max %): C=0,24%  Mn=1,6% P=0,055% S=0,055% 
N=0,011%  

Welded parts are welded with WELDING WIRE AWS ER70S-6 

EN 440 G3 Si1  ø1,2mm. 

BEAM SECTION 500x10 and 750x6 and trolley rails 40x30  

STRUCTURE CLASS A5 UNI ISO  4301-5 1992 
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LIFTING: Class of mechanisms M5 (FEM 1.001)  

HOIST TYPE Hoist XM525 N S4 H7 A1 

MAIN LIFTING CAPACITY 10.000kg  

DRAUGHT IV 

MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF LIFTING 7m 

MAIN LIFTING SPEED 4.0 / 1,3m/min 

  

DRUM Ø322 x 450mm  

MAIN LIFTING MOTOR Electric Motor 8.0/1.3kW 16/14.3A 

  

LIFTING BRAKE Inside motor  

BRAKE TYPE  disk brake 

LIFTING REDUCER Planetary Reducer        

ROPE Steel Rope ø13 mm   

HOOK Hook Lifting  DIN 15402 with axial bearing  

PULLEYS  ø315/367 

 

TROLLEY MOVEMENT : Class of mechanisms M5 (FEM 1.001)  

PRINCIPAL TROLLEY SPEED  20m/min  

SECONDARY TROLLEY SPEED  5m/min  

Speeds regulated by INVERTER SYSTEM 

TRANSALTION 

MOTOR 

Electric trolley Motor Type 53 0,55kW 1.90A self braking B5 

TRANSLATION 

BRAKE 

inside every translation motor 

BRAKE TYPE disk brake 

WHEELS Carbon Steel ø160x190 80mm 

 

CRANE MOVEMENT : Class of mechanisms M5 (UNI ISO 4301-5 1992)  

PRINCIPAL GANTRY SPEED 40m/min  

SECONDARY GANTRY SPEED 10m/min  

Speeds regulated by INVERTER SYSTEM  

TRAVELLING MOTOR n°2 Electric Motor   BA90SA4 1,1kW 2,7A 4poles B5 self braking 

TRAVELLING BRAKE inside every travelling motor 

BRAKE TYPE  disk brake 

TRAVELLING 

REDUCER 

n°2 Shaft Mounted Gear units TP200 R27PAM 90  

WHEELS Carbon Steel ø250/290x125mm 

WHEEL BEARINGS Spherical Roller Bearing Type 22212 

 

The illustrations, drawings, volumes, as well as the weights and the dimensions of the machinery are to be understood as merely 

indicative. The Giacomini Officine Meccaniche srl reserves the right to make, at any moment, all the modifications to the machines and 

lifting apparatuses that it considers suitable for the purposes of a more efficient use and/or working of the same products. 
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INSIDE PRODUCT: TOP LOADER 

The TOP LOADER and its accessory for lifting system  is used for positioning in container the 

slabs in various materials whose really total weight is smaller or equal to 4000 kg ( 8800 |lbs| ).   

Every TOP LOADER consisting of: 

- Steel Balance Weight (A) 
- Lifting Top Loader Guy ropes  (D) 
- Hardness slabs Twice chain (C) 
- Omega with threaded bar devices 

 

Maximum inclination in comparison with the horizontal plane 6° 

Barycentre on the axle of lifting of the hook  

NOMINAL LOAD 4000 kg 
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TOP LOADER USE 

i- TOP LOADER jointed only: with bolt M22x90 CL8.8 match the counter balance part 
with the carpentry “C” to obtain TOP LOADER as shown in fig.1      

 

ii- Stuff with ~2400kg the counter balance (A) in order to trim the TOP LOADER to 
horizontal level. 

 

NOTE: Make use of concrete or be sure that the stuff material be both ~2400 kg and that the 

balance weight axis not change the center of mass of balance counter.    

 

iii- Fixing rope (D) by Omega devices to TOP LOADER. 
 

iv- Lifting TOP LOADER with certain knowledge that it be parallel to terrain. 
 

v- Positioning between forklift (B) the loading slabs. 
 

vi- Harness the slabs with chains (C) . 
 

NOTE BEFORE LIFTING:  Be sure that  weight axis of slabs be aligned with hook axis. 

 

vii- Lift and put to correct position the slabs inside container as shown in figure 2 below.  
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INSIDE PRODUCT: DERRICK 

The derrick crane with tie beams, as described in this handbook, is designed to handling rock blocks in the 

sphere of quarries, mining and stock as shown folow, they are composed by winch group and four lattice 

frames: Boom, Tower and tie beams (stiff-legs) for anchorage. 

 
WINCH GROUP:  

It is manufactured by IPE beam, electro-welded plates and by drum for rope which, by reducers and 

gearboxes received the motor power to put in action weight and boom movements. 

The kinematics of the drums mechanism are: drum, that is connected with reducer, then block brake system, 

cardanic joint, gearbox elastic joint, main motor and motor of synchronization used to select the gear-speed 

without clogging. At the end of the reducer there is a block brake system that assure the load or boom stop 

when the movements are off. 

At the left drum’s shaft side there is an electro hydraulic brake system that is used as an emergency brake. 

The emergency brake become automatically active when a damage that involve an unmotivated increase of 

boom or weight speed occurs.    

The main frame is connected to a fifth wheel by a pin provided by axial and radial bearings or brass.   The 

fifth wheel should be manufactured by welded pins or by chain; in this way, by a motor reducer system and 

an INVERTER , in the electric box, and a right kinematics, it is possible to obtain the rotation movement 

inside the winch group. On the winch broadsides is bolted the lower tower part; in the lower winch take place 

the boom’s attacks that is realised by pins and opportune bearings.      

The electric wiring is composed by: The electric box with a PLC unit inside, a weighing unit (or lifting limit 

control) , an  INVERTER and all the contactors, resistors, timers, the fuses and the thermal switches. The 

feeding auxiliary circuits (220V / 110V / 48V / 24 V) are obtained by transformers protected by fuses. A 

terminal board make easy the other connections and the inspection. 

The push-button unit, in thermo-plastic material, it is provided of multi-polar cable connected to the wiring 

and, the push-button remote control, it ha san activation key and a light alarm that check the battery state. 

To learn how to use the remote control following what indicated in this handbook’s appropriate chapter. 

An acoustic alarm, automatically activated at the movement’s start it is used to advice that the crane is in 

use an to avoid any dangerous situations. 
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The electrical limit switches , used to the boom and weighting movements, the lifting limit device when it 

is not foreseen a balance system and the micro-switches  used to brake emergency system and gear-

speed selection.The winch is also composed by, plates broadsides ,acrylic plates, roof and access door 

protect  the winch mechanism by the weather condition.   

TOWER:  

Designed as Electro-welded lattice structure, square section and realised with L profile as shown in   UNI EU 

56. The higher tower part tapered ends with a pin  use to receive the end leg fixing support and pulleys pack 

for the boom movement. Next to the pin take place the pulley that drive the rope from the drum to the pulley 

pack on the boom’s top.  

BOOM: 

Designed as Electro-welded lattice structure, square section and realised with L profile as shown in   UNI EU 

56. The upper boom tapered part has, on one side, the pulleys boom pack and , on the other side the lifting 

pulley pack. 

TIE BEAMS (Stiff Legs): Designed as Electro-welded lattice structure, square section and realised with L 

profile as shown in   UNI EU 56. The tie beams, in the upper tapered part ,is connected with pins, to the 

tower support and they forms each other an angle of  90°. In the lower part they are fixed to the ground 

supports by pins too. 

In the following images are indicated all the principal winch components and it is done a list with the 

component’s name that the user must be know for a safety crane use. 

NOTE: The electrical schemes are jointed to this handbook but another copy can be found in the electric 

box.. 

CRANE CONFIGURATIONS 

The crane is commercialized exclusively in the configuration of the following figures: 

 

Legend: 

1. Rope reeling drum for Boom movement  
1a.  Boom reducer 

1b.  Boom Brake block  

1c.  Boom gear speed with motor-reducer gear speed selector and micro-switches 

1d.  Boom lifting motor 

1e.  Boom oscillating motor 

1f.   Boom emergency brake 

2. Rope reeling drum for Weight movement 
2a.  Weight reducer 

2b.  Weight brake block 

2c.  Weight gear speed with motor-reducer gear speed selector and micro-switches. 

2d.  Weight lifting motor  

2e.  Weight oscillating motor 

2f.   Weight emergency brake  

3. Boom-winch attack pins 
4. Cardan joint  
5. Elastic joint  
6. Emergency brake power unit 
7. Electric box 
8.  
9. Rotation Motor and reducer 
10. Pinion for chain driven rotation (See figure below) 
11. Winch base pin with berarings or brass 
12. Winch broadsides  
13. Limit switch group 
14. Hydraulic cylinder 
15. Micro-switch crane abilitation 
16. Transducer to check over speed.  
17. Emergency brake power unit motor 
18. manostat  
19. Manometer. 
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Particolare 10 

Particolare 10 
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1-   Boom rope drum   6-   Top boom pulley      

2-   Weight rope drum   7-   Weight pulley pack 

3-   Top Tower pulley   7a- Weight rope anchorage (with lifting limit switch)  

4a-  Boom rope anchorage   7b- Weight rope anchorage (with load cell) 

4-5-   Boom pulley pack   8-   Hook block 
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DERRICK DATA NECESSARY TO PURCHASE ORDER: 

 
 

Gantry Type:  DERRICK CRANE 2 DE P (A) 40 E 50    

 

- Charpentry Class: A4÷A5 

All carpentry for structural use are realized with S275JR and S355JR EN10025.The mechanical and 
chemical properties are (S275JR): Limit stress:430Nmm

-2
 Yeld stress: 275 Nmm

-2
 Elongation:22% 

Chemical (max %): C=0,24%  Mn=1,6% P=0,055% S=0,055% N=0,011%  

Welded parts are welded with WELDING WIRE AWS ER70S-6 EN 440 G3 Si1  ø1,2mm. 

 

- Mechaism Class: M4÷M5 UNI ISO 4301-5 1992 

- Boom Lenght (b): --- m 

- Tower Lenght (h) : min. b/2 m 

- Working Boom angle to the ground α:  5° ÷ 75° 

- Angle of sweep 360-β :        220° 

- Maximum Lifting Load (with 25°< α< 75°) :          ton   

- Reach under bedplate level (H):       m 
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HOW TO FIND RIGHT DUTY CLASS: 

 
 

 

 

 


